
The purpose of a risk assessment is to keep people and productions safe by identifying, controlling and,
where possible, eliminating health and safety hazards. Some things to address in this risk assessment are
working with heavy equipment, example cables causing tripping, heavy gear being dropped, working in tight
spaces, risk of electric shock. Also think about risks to the cast and crew from emotional harm (i.e. sensitive
topics being depicted) You will have to think about where and what it is that you are filming to come up with
relevant health and safety risks to students, cast and the public for your production.

There is a Word .doc version of the file as well as an excel .xls version. If you need assistance with the
formatting of these documents please reach out to Megan Naylor (megan.naylor@humber.ca)

Some tips for filling out the Excel Spreadsheet version of this form: Please make sure not to type over any of
the description fields, double click in a cell to add text to the end of the existing text. If there are more
hazards needed add a row to the bottom of this form, ensure all hazards are reflected for your production.

Completed Risk Assessment forms must be uploaded to the SAFETY folder in your Project's One Drive Folder,
which you should have received from your Media Productions Coordinator Megan Naylor
(megan.naylor@humber.ca) If you do not have a folder you can email your completed form to Megan Naylor
directly.
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Make sure to fill out all
this information fully. 

Make sure to
read all the
information

under the
titles.

Date this assessment was
completed. If a new

assessment is done or this one
is changed update this date.

This is also where the Faculty
member will sign off on your

completed assessment

This is where you update
the risk rating of each

hazard in your
production thinking

about the controls you
have put into place.



Take not of the control
measures put into place

for this example, High
visibility vests are

available in the booking
centre



This chart is how you will
get your Risk Rating,

read through it carefully
to ensure you

understand before filling
out the form above.


